Dairy Overview

Empty Case Room

Key Features
■■ Complete system automation from integration, install, and
electrical design and interface
■■ Overhead conveyor available with steel or plastic chain;
stainless steel or mild construction
■■ Handles 13x13 or 13x19 cases
■■ Pallet Washer features a small footprint, Allen Bradley PLC w/
Ethernet and safety interlocked hinged guard doors

■■ Top-Out Unstacker offers hydraulic or pneumatic operation
as well as multi-directional case discharge
■ ■ Fully automatic Depalletizer available with on-floor
operation or above-floor operation and features an overhead stack stabilizer

Dairy Overview

Empty Case Room
Thiele Technologies has over 30 years experience in the design,
manufacture, installation and start-up of complete empty dairy case
handling and storage areas. From empty case return systems, to
pallet and case washing into line distribution to the filling room,
Thiele has a solution.
Our designs optimize floor space and incorporate the latest
technology to maximize output and assure your empty case room
will fulfill your manufacturing needs now and for years to come.
Thiele provides a completely automated system. A fork truck
operator sets the pallet of empty cases into our depalletizer to put
the individual stacks into the conveyor system. The pallets are sent
into a washer for cleaning and restacking. After the stacks of cases
are unstacked and washed, they are sent to the filling lines and
monitored your demand never exceeds your supply.

Pallet washer system to assure your customer
receives clean, sanitized pallets

If complete automation is a future consideration, Thiele can provide
the equipment required to efficiently transfer empty cases.
Whether you’re looking to replace individual machines or conveyor
sections, Thiele has the capability to respond quickly. We’ll fix
individual areas of your empty case room to have you running more
efficiently than ever.

Automatic depalletizer and pallet stacking
system

Universal case unstacker for any direction
case exit

All sales are subject to our prevailing terms and conditions. Illustrations and specifications are subject to change without notice.
Machines shown without guards are for illustrative purposes only. Guards are supplied and must be in place before operation.
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